Shantae Paper Model Instructions
Materials - You'll need scissors, a knife for scoring
fold lines, and "tacky" glue for assembly.
Printing - print all three pages of the model using
thick cardstock. 67 lb. paper is a good thickness.
You can get it at an office supply store. Normal
paper is about 20 lbs.
Tips - Use an "X-acto" Knife or other knife for
scoring fold lines. Lightly cut into the paper to
make it easier to fold. Practice on some scrap paper
to get a feel for how lightly you need to cut.
Use "Tacky" glue for fast, strong adhesion. Tacky
glue can be bought at craft stores. When using the

Fold-Scoring Guide
- score on red lines

glue, apply it to a tab, and then smooth it lightly
with your finger -- now the glue will set and dry
very quickly when touched with the other paper
surfaces. If you don't wipe the excess glue off the
surface, you will need to hold the pieces together
longer while it dries. When gluing large surfaces
together (such as Shantae's pony tail), there is no
need for wiping. In fact, the wet glue will give you
time to slide the pieces until they overlap nicely,
with no white showing.
Instructions - Cut and score all of the pieces from
the printed sheets. Use the Scoring Guide below.
Use the Illustrated Assembly Guide to glue.

1. Waist Assembly

2. Back Brace

4. Finished Chest

5. Leg Top

Glue the
Internal Back
Brace to the
inside of the
Chest Back
piece.

3. Chest Sides

Glue both Chest
Sides to Chest
Back.

6. Pants Bottom

Dot
indicates
front of
leg

Glue
bottom
flap last.

7. Foot

8. Bottom Torso

9. Arm

mid-chest
plate

10. Sleeve Assembly

11. Sleeve Assembly
Cut this side
away…

12. Sleeve Assembly
…like
this!

13. Hand

16. Head

Start gluing it like
this!

19. Front Hair

14. Assembled Arm

15. Assembled Torso

17. Head

18. Pony Tail

20. Ears

21. Finished Model!

